NEW CORAIL PLUS
BALLOON-TIPPED GUIDING CATHETER 6F AND 8F
**CORAIL PLUS**

**BALLOON-TIPPED GUIDING CATHETER 6F AND 8F**

- The inner braiding of the CORAIL+ catheter gives it a very high resistance to kinking.
- Available in 6F and 8F, its distal balloon can perform a temporary occlusion while its large inner lumen allows an easy navigation for another catheter.

**INDICATIONS**
- For occlusion test of the Carotid artery
- To reverse the flow in the Carotid artery before placement of a stent (type Wallstent®)
- For placement of all thrombectomy devices (SOLITAIRE®, CATCH…)
- For thrombus aspiration

**CORAIL6F+**

**NEW DESIGN FOR ASPIRATION**
- Higher resistance to kinking
- Larger inner lumen compatible with all thrombectomy devices

**CORAIL8F+ASPI (FOR PROXIMAL THROMBUS ASPIRATION)**

**CORAIL8F+LT30 (FOR DISTAL THROMBUS ASPIRATION)**

---

**COMMERICAL NAME** | **REFERENCE** | **O.D.** | **I.D.** | **INFLATED BALLOON 1 ML Ø x L** | **SUPPL. PART** | **TOTAL**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
CORAIL6F+ | CORAIL6F+ | 6F (2 mm) | 3.6F (1,20 mm/.047") | 11 x 12 | 9 cm | 100 cm
CORAIL8F+ASPI | CORAIL8F+ | 8F (2,7 mm) | 5.7F (1,90 mm/.075") | 12 x 12 | 12 cm | 108 cm
CORAIL8F+LT30 | CORAIL8F+LT30 | 8F (2,7 mm) | 5.7F (1,90 mm/.075") | 12 x 12 | 12 cm | 108 cm